Print Services and Design
and Construction Technology
Solutions Built for the AEC Industry
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The ARC Promise
With over 10,000
customer reviews and a
4.97 overall rating*, ARC
has been providing the
AEC community with
world-class service since
our inception.
Our commitment to
innovation, quality and
reliability drives us to
deliver remarkable
products and outstanding
value to our customers
every day.

*4.97 out of 5-star rating, effective as of 6/1/2019
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Graphics Packages

Build an environment that
inspires and energizes
Companies today put a lot of resources into creating spaces that define their culture,
promote action, and encourage collaboration.
Our custom-built graphics packages help you create an environment that is visually
stunning, engaging, and clearly communicates the vision of an organization. ARC uses
the latest digital printers, durable materials, and cutting-edge techniques to produce
high-quality graphics that are sure to make your job shine.

Create an exciting environment
Bare walls are a thing of the past. When you
partner with ARC, we’ll measure for, produce,
and install a graphics package that is
custom-built to the unique requirements of
any client.
Provide world-class service
Submitting a bid that includes a custom
graphics package delivers superior value,
gives your clients an entire site solution, and
sets your company apart.
Foster productivity and collaboration
A graphics solution that is fun, energetic,
and engaging helps team members to focus,
execute, and stay motivated.
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Construction Signage

Custom site signage at your
fingertips
Dealing with inconsistent branding, inaccurate messaging, and poor-quality materials is
common when you have multiple jobsites and employees managing your printed assets.
ARC’s Digital Storefront empowers you to order, manage, and maintain all of your signage
and printed materials from one convenient platform. Our on-demand fulfillment system
delivers construction signage, business cards, directional signs, and branded materials
straight to you or your jobsite.

Convenient and scalable
Whether you need a company banner
at one location or safety and ADA signs
at multiple sites, simply login, place your
order, and we’ll deliver to you anywhere
in the world.
Manage and maintain
With all of your asset files in one place,
ordering, re-ordering, and distributing
signage to your jobsites is a breeze.
Ensure consistent branding
No matter where your next project is at,
your brand will be represented clearly and
consistently from one location to the next.
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Blueprints & Smart Color

Project plans have never been
this clear
Without a detailed set of plans, errors and RFIs can get out of hand, adding
unnecessary time and expense to your project.
ARC is the largest blueprint producer in the world. We know how important it is to
have easy-to-understand plans and specs, so we pioneered Smart Color, helping to
eliminate wasted time and avoid confusion. Smart Color technology speeds up your
project delivery time and prevents errors thanks to clear and powerful communication.

Smart Color technology
Using multiple colors, you’ll clearly see the
components of your project, helping you
avoid mistakes, identify clashes, minimize
RFIs, and save time and money.
Global presence
No need to travel with bulky files; ARC will
deliver your prints to any jobsite. With
nearly 200 locations worldwide, it’s easy
and convenient to get reprints locally.
High-quality
Your drawings are printed on durable
materials using the industry’s best
equipment to show every fine detail of
your project.
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Managed Print Services & Abacus

You handle your business,
we’ll handle your prints
Printer, toner, maintenance, and supply costs can easily run out of control when left
unchecked.
Reduce waste and increase productivity with our Managed Print Services. Whether
you have a few small printers at your corporate office or several plotters on jobsites,
ARC can handle all of your printer maintenance, supply, and support needs. When
paired with our Abacus software, you’ll get actionable insights that empower you to
focus your energy on what you do best – creating and building.

Expert consultation
We’ll assess your current situation and
provide a solution that consolidates and
streamlines your printers, scanners, and
fax machines.
Save time and money
With our advanced Abacus software, we’ll
provide you with key metrics to identify
and eliminate areas of waste and enable
users to choose the least-expensive print
option for each job.
Focus on you
With ARC handling your printer
maintenance, support, and supplies, you
can concentrate on growing your business.
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Marketing Collateral

Represent your brand with
confidence and consistency
It’s challenging to win new jobs and grow your business if your marketing assets and
company materials don’t look professional.
ARC excels at providing our AEC customers with the tools to help them run their
business successfully. We produce high-quality marketing materials such as stationery,
brochures, flyers, binders and business cards; we’ll make sure you have all of the
printed assets you need to help take your company to new heights.

High-quality
Your company collateral is always printed
on durable materials with the latest printers
to ensure you make a great impression
every time.
Convenient and efficient
With nearly 200 locations worldwide, ARC
provides AEC companies with a local partner
to fulfill all of their printing needs, from
marketing collateral to site and safety signage.
Custom binders
Our custom binders are built in-house using
strong materials and expert craftsmanship
to help you make a great impression and win
your next bid.
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Print App

Print from your phone
Getting quality prints when you’re on the go is difficult, and when you’re traveling, you
may be forced to trust an unfamiliar printer with an important job.
Built especially for the AEC industry, the ARC Print app enables you to order prints,
track job progress, or schedule us to swing by your site to pick up your materials.

ARC

Once your prints are complete, simply pick them up from a local service center or we’ll
deliver anywhere around the globe. The ARC Print app makes getting prints simple,
fast, and convenient.

Easily order prints from your phone
Whether you need new blueprints, jobsite
signage or a custom binder, simply upload
your file and we’ll get to work producing
your prints.
Get real-time updates
We’ll provide you with up-to-date statuses
so you always know when we receive your
file, when we print it, and when it’s ready
for you.
Convenient fulfillment options
Our global footprint ensures you’re never
far from one of our local service centers,
or we’ll deliver your materials to you
anywhere in the world.
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Bids & Distribution

Stay informed with up-to-date
information on public projects
Successful organizations today need to prospect for, locate, and win new jobs
constantly to stay in business and help them grow.
Getting new customers in the door is important for any AEC company, so we built
the Public Planroom, an online tool that gives you access to information about public
projects, including up-to-date details such as bid specs, plans, and submission due
dates. We keep the site filled with accurate information, so you can be sure you’re
always working with the latest set of requirements on your next bid.

One repository, total access
Our portal lists public projects available
for bid, their current status, and includes
deadlines for submittal, helping you stay
one step ahead.
Up-to-date information
Plans and specs change all the time;
we provide the most current project
details so that you can incorporate any
new modifications into your proposals.
Take your business to new heights
Leveraging the Public Planroom helps
identify future opportunities, provides the
specs you need, and gives your company
more time to prepare a winning bid.
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Equipment & Supplies

Quality printers and supplies
delivered to you
Many companies work with multiple vendors to purchase their printers, maintain
service, and re-stock a variety of paper and toner.
As one of the largest print service providers in the world, ARC has a variety of
printers, plotters, scanners, paper, and supplies to accommodate any need you have
at your office or the jobsite. We are partnered with top manufacturers so that we can
provide our AEC customers with the dependable, high-quality equipment and supplies
they need to get the job done.

One print partner
Choose ARC for all of your run-the-shop
needs like large plotters, multifunction
machines, desk printers, paper, toner,
and supplies.
Premier partner of Xerox, HP and Canon
We provide our customers with 100%
genuine parts, toner, and supplies, so you
can be assured you’re getting a quality
OEM product every time.
Convenient and easy
Simply browse our large selection of
equipment and supplies, place your order,
and we’ll deliver your items to you anywhere
in the world.
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Project Management

The most current project
information at your fingertips
Project teams are always o
 n the go so having instant access to the most up-to-date
project information is critical – whether in the office, on the road, or at the jobsite.
The SKYSITE Projects mobile platform allows your entire project team to access
information anytime, from any device, even without an internet connection. Manage
and search your project emails, manage RFIs and Submittals, mark up and share
documents and photos, and reduce risk with version control.

Always work from the latest set
Never work from outdated plans a
 gain
with our cloud-based file sharing and
project collaboration tool.
Fewer mistakes, less rework
Eliminate costly mistakes with real-time
sync tools ensuring everyone is always
on the same page – working from the
same information.
One-click collaboration
With one click, you can share the latest
files, drawings, photos and document
packages with your entire team in
real-time to ensure everyone has the
latest information.
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BIM

Bring your detailed construction
drawings to life
BIM teams are challenged to keep pace with Owner and Project Team demands
to provide Visualization and BIM-enabled design and construction deliverables.
Meet any project deliverable or schedule using BIM Services that will produce
to your quality standards. Experience reliable outcomes and win more projects
with CAD, BIM and Visualization services from ARC. Bring your design details
to life with 3D, 4D and 5D along with our expert help to coordinate meetings.

Augment your team
Let our 80+ BIM experts be an extension
of your team. We help you plan, design
and build your BIM deliverables. You can
scale up your BIM capacity on demand
and just as easily scale down.
Resolve conflicts sooner
Correct constructability issues early on
ensuring less RFIs and other potential issues
that result in costly rework and delays.
Save time and money
It has been estimated that each identified
clash could save roughly $20,000.
On large projects, hundreds of clashes
are not unusual.
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Drones

Aerial intelligence for smarter
construction
The days of hiring manned aircraft or using stationary webcams to capture
progress of your construction jobsite are a thing of the past.
Reduce risk, time and cost using ARC’s drone services and data to automate
and optimize decision–making on the job. From jobsite monitoring and
progress–tracking to site condition reviews and inspections, you now have
aerial intelligence for smarter construction.

A single source, nationwide reach
Access our network of more than
15,000 commercially-licensed drone
pilots in North America.
Faster deployment and delivery
Pilot procurement and data delivery
are optimized to deliver imagery and
video in as little as 24 hours.
Safe and compliant operations
Licensed and insured operators fly
missions under the applicable regulatory
protocol required by the FAA.
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3D Printing

Clearly communicate your
architectural design
Producing a great looking 3D printed model requires experience in output options,
file healing and design to meet desired outcomes.
ARC provides guaranteed printability and design services to take your concept
from a napkin or 3D file to a full color physical model. Win more projects and
accelerate design cycles with high-quality 3D printing services from ARC. We
deliver high-quality production, with fast turnarounds and endless material options.

Provide your clients with a vision
Clearly communicate your 3D architectural
design and increase alignment with your
client and reduce rework. Differentiate your
project pursuit efforts with a physical model.
Cut weeks off your design cycle
Shorten design cycles with greater flexibility
to quickly experiment and present more
accurate project depictions with stunning
3D models.
Best-in-build 3D printers
We use the most advanced 3D printers
available. Variables like material, color, size,
durability and detail play an important role
and we have you covered.
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Linking

A tool that gets smarter by
the click
It is extremely time consuming to organize, index, hyperlink and maintain all the
various documents associated with complex construction projects.
With ARC, all your files are expertly organized, indexed and linked – providing you with
instant one-click access to the information you need from any device. With powerful
search capabilities, you can find what you need quickly, and with a discrepancy log,
identify design and constructability flaws early to eliminate costly errors and rework.

Mitigate risk
Free up time to pre-plan and detect
issues early. Reduce risk and increase
compliance, while meeting project
budgets and deadlines.
Minimize RFIs
Our discrepancy logs will identify
design and construction issues in the
plan set, driving down the need for
RFIs and rework later in the project.
Increased productivity
Easy-to-use mobile project
dashboards save countless hours of
review time – increasing efficiency
and productivity for the entire team.
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SmartScreens

Improve communication with
seamless team connection
With project teams rarely in the same place at the same time, working together
can be a challenge. Office staff, field teams and subcontractors need to be able to
collaborate and work through challenges efficiently.
With SKYSITE SmartScreens, you can bring your team together with the perfect
tool to share construction drawings, schedules, and other content in an interactive
way to improve your coordination meetings.

Modernize your meetings
No need to huddle around a set of physical
construction drawings, deal with cables
during presentations, or use multiple tools
to present, markup or share comments with
the project team.
Fewer mistakes, less work
The SKYSITE SmartScreen is an intuitive tool
that significantly improves team productivity
and collaboration.
Hardware built for hard hats
SmartScreens come in various sizes
and are equipped with construction-grade
impact resistant anti-glare glass and a heavy
duty stand that also lays flat.
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Closeouts

A better way to finish the job
The closeout process can be overwhelming if not properly managed through
each phase of the project. The volume of documents to be collected, organized
and delivered to the owner can result in delays which cost you time and money.
With ARC’s industry-leading software and mobile closeout dashboards, there is
no more lost or misplaced documents or tracking down subcontractors, and the
administrative time associated with managing the closeout process is reduced greatly.

Rapid closeouts in as little as 1 week
With documents continually being
updated and managed throughout the
project lifecycle, there is less to do as
the project hits the final stages.
Deliver up-to-date as-builts
Maintain document metadata and
navigational links from project inception
through closeout and deliver up-to-date
and accurate as-builts.
Transform project data into business value
Whether for maintenance, future
improvements or legal support, building
owners appreciate the power and ease
of being able to search and refer to project
information in digital form.
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Archives

Find the info you need in
seconds, not hours
With the slow and costly processes brought on by paper and decentralized
workflows, your team is spending significant time conducting inefficient
search just to do their job and that is a huge cost to your organization.
The SKYSITE Archives mobile platform captures, organizes, and centralizes
all your paper and digital documents from all departments. This gives you
instant access to all your information from any mobile or desktop device.

Free from paper, free up budget
Eliminating paper expenses like printing,
processing and storage frees up budget
for other organizational investments.
Reduce cost, increase efficiency
The average employee wastes at least an
hour a day searching for information they
need to get their work done. Reduce that
60 minutes to 60 seconds.
Knowledge is profit
Every piece of information created for
your organization is an investment. But,
when your documents are in storage or
filing cabinets, you are not going to see
a return on your investment.
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Why Choose ARC?
One Solution
Combining ARC’s printing services with our
award-winning design and construction
technology platform gives AEC customers
superior value, exponential savings, and
remarkable results at every stage of their project.

Local Convenience
Our footprint of nearly 200 locations globally
means we service our customers wherever
they are. When traveling or on a jobsite,
simply collect your prints from one of our local
service centers or we’ll ship to any destination
you choose.

Quality Prints
We leverage the latest digital printers to
create custom prints that help you get the
job done; from business cards to blueprints
to construction signage, we treat each project
with the same care and attention to detail
that you do.
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Stop by one of our convenient
service centers today
For more information, call us at 855-500-0660

ARC locations

Partner locations
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